June 27, 2018

The Honorable James Richard Perry  
Secretary of Energy  
U.S. Department of Energy  
1000 Independence Avenue, SW  
Washington, DC 20585-1000

Dear Secretary Perry:

   The Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board is pleased to recognize that Ms. Christy Drewry of the National Nuclear Security Administration Production Office was recently honored as the recipient of the 2017 Department of Energy Annual Safety System Oversight Award.

   Ms. Drewry, as the NPO Enterprise SSO Program Manager, demonstrated outstanding leadership by implementing an integrated SSO program at the Pantex Plant and Y-12 National Security Complex. Her efforts also have had a positive impact on the contractor’s cognizant system engineering program. These and other accomplishments make Ms. Drewry well deserving of this professional honor.

   We join you and your field office managers in acknowledging the importance of the contributions made by DOE’s SSO engineers and extend our sincerest congratulations and best wishes to Ms. Drewry.

Yours truly,

Bruce Hamilton  
Acting Chairman
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